MA Global Business Management Orientation and Semester Start Dinner

On August 30th, 2022, the Department of Management hosted an Orientation Day and Semester Start Dinner for MA Global Business Management’s (MAGBM) Cohort of 2022. Dr. Lam, the MAGBM Program Leader briefed the students on what they should expect from the Programme, and in return, what is expected of them by the Programme. Students then engaged in an ice breaker event that gave the incoming students an opportunity to get acquainted with each other before the start of the Semester.
After the Orientation, the students attended a Semester Start Dinner hosted by the Department as an official welcome to the Programme. Course Leaders from the Programme (Professor Lu, Dr. Wang, Dr. Lam, Dr. Chan, Dr. Kim, Dr. Yim, and Dr. Koo) also attended the dinner in order to enhance teacher-student interaction. During the dinner, students held conversations with their Course Leaders on a myriad of topics, such as getting adjusted to life in Hong Kong, COVID, as well as global events. Both the course leaders and the students formed a closer relationship through the dinner, which will no doubt be beneficial for the year to come.

We once again welcome the incoming MAGBM Cohort of 2022, and wish them a fruitful and valuable journey here at CityU!